
  

  

How do I post a question?  
To submit a question, first make sure you’re logged in to your reddit account. Once logged in, submit 
your questions by clicking the black and red text in the box above all posted questions. Click “save” 
to submit each question. There is no limit to how many questions you can ask, but not all questions 
will be answered.    
    
  
   
I like a question posted by another user. How do I vote for Jessica to answer their question?   

Vote for other users’ questions you would like Jessica to answer by clicking the up-arrows. The 
more votes a question gets, the higher it will rise on the page.   

   

Reddit “Ask Me Anything” AMA Frequently Asked Questions   

What is reddit?   

Reddit is an online social media community that is centered around user-driven conversations.  
Registered community members can submit content and engage in discussions with other members. 
Reddit is separated into sections called “subreddits” where communities of people who share the same 
interests collaborate. Anyone can join reddit and participate.   

   

What is an AMA?   

An AMA (“Ask me Anything”) is a subreddit for interviews. During a pre-determined time, users can 
ask the featured individual questions, and vote for questions posed by other users. The interviewee 
answers questions live.     

   

Do I need a reddit account to participate?   

Yes, to join the AMA you’ll need to create a reddit account. To do so, visit reddit.com and click “register” 
on the top right. Follow the steps to choose a username and password. Reddit does not require an 
e-mail address to set up an account.   

   

   

  Is it free to sign up? 
It is totally free. You don’t even have to include any personal information, as reddit users can be completely 
anonymous  

   

How do I join the AMA?   

Mark your calendar for Friday, October 16, 2014, at 10 a.m. PDT to join Jessica Richman for her 
reddit AMA. To participate, simply:    

   

  1. Create an account. Visit reddit.com and click “register” on the top right. Follow the steps to 
choose a username and password. Reddit does not require an e-mail address to set up an 
account.   
  2. We will post the link to the AMA when it is live, 15 minutes before Jessica will begin answering 
questions. Or you can search for “Jessica Richman” on reddit once the AMA has commenced.     
  
3. Submit your questions. There is no limit to how many questions you can ask, but not all 
questions will be answered.    




